RETURNING SCORES IN A COMPETITION
Many thanks to all our members who have attempted to return scores via the Intelligent Golf
App. This has been a huge help to our match committees as it saves them having to manually key in
hundreds of scores.
We would ask that members continue to do so after each competition. Here are some helpful tips for
you:
·
Please ensure your App is up to date. Most phones are set to automatically update so you
shouldn’t have to do anything. The latest version (v2.1.2) is due out in the next couple of days which
will fix all the handicap anomalies and a few minor bugs.
·
If not all players in your group are entering the score via the App, you should ALWAYS only
enter your own score otherwise it will try and check/verify the other players scores and not allow
you to finalise it, sign it or to take a photo of the card. This has been the most common error that
we’ve experienced.
·
Players may enter their own hole scores on the scorecard or in the App, These scores must be
verified verbally by your Marker. Please enter your Markers Name in the signature strip if using a card.
·
You should not physically return a scorecard to the Committee, if you can send a picture of the
scorecard either via the IG members App or by sending the picture to Match@kingsknowe.com
(Gents) or ladies@kingsknowe.com (Ladies)
If you cannot submit a picture or have someone send it on your behalf we can accept an email in the
format below
To: Match@kingsknowe.com (Gents) or ladies@kingsknowe.com (Ladies)
Subject: Competition Results Scougal sun 5th July
Player - Stuart Hutchings Handicap 10 Marker - Neil Sutherland
Gross Score
4 4 5 4 6 4 3 5 4 5 3 4 5 4 4 6 5 4 total 79 -10 = 69
PHYSICAL SCORECARDS
As a last resort physical score cards can be deposited into scorecard boxes in the compressor room to
rear of club house, to the left of the sun lounge. These boxes will be vulnerable to theft / damage and

we will not process the contents until 72hrs have expired. This will delay medal closures by 3 days, so
please try and avoid its use.
·
If a player has completed a physical scorecard , we ask them to retain their card at least until the
results have been posted in case any issues arise.
·
We will publish a full set of results and ask all competitors to check their result which was agreed
at the end of their round. You should do this within 24hrs of the competition closing so we can fix any
problems and send the results to the Pro for paying out sweeps.

